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Abstract

We present a non-canonical approach to audio water-
marking based on the introduction of small frequency
changes to sinusoids. This idea is enabled by the sine
+ transient + residual signal decomposition. In this pa-
per, we describe the signal decomposition in detail, and
provide a procedure to embed and decode watermarks ac-
cordingly. To hide 43 bits/sec of information in an instru-
mental recording, experiments are conducted, and impli-
cations of the results are discussed.

1. Introduction

Audio watermarking refers to hiding binary information
in sounds. Among existing applications such as copy-
right protection and broadcast monitoring, audio water-
marks are required to be transparent and robust. Here,
“transparency” means that the watermarks introduce no
audible distortion, and “robustness” means that the water-
marks can not be erased without degrading the perceptual
quality of sounds. Satisfying these requirements, a water-
mark embedder is designed to hide as much information
as possible.

Currently, most audio watermarking methods utilize
the masking phenomena of human hearing. Transform
coefficients of a signal are amplitude-modulated to carry
information (e.g. [1][2]). The modulation is small enough
to introduce no distortion above the masking threshold,
but large enough so that any further distortion is audible.
Instead, Our method utilizes the human just noticeable
difference (JND) in frequency. The magnitude of fre-
quency modulation is within JND, and watermark enbed-
ding and decoding procedures are designed to be robust to
reasonable signal manipulations, such as the MP3 com-
pression.

The watermark embedding and decoding procedures
are presented in Sec. 2 and 3, respectively. Selected ex-
periments are described in Sec. 4, with discussions of the
results in Sec. 5. Conclusions are given in Sec. 6.

2. System overview: watermark embedding

As mentioned in Sec. 1, our system embeds information
by small frequency modulations. For this to happen, we
have to first extract a sinusoidal portion of a signal. This

process is called sinusoidal analysis here. In the sinu-
soidal analysis, rapid transient regions are labeled in time,
and the remaining of a signal is decomposed into the si-
nusoidal and the residual parts in frequency [3]. In the
current implementation, watermarks are only embedded
to the sinusoidal part. The transient and the residual parts
are kept unchanged. Afterwards, all three parts are su-
perposed to form the watermarked signal. A block dia-
gram of the analysis is shown in Fig. 1, and details are
described in the following subsections.

2.1. Windowing and Fourier transform

In the analysis, we choose to use the Blackman-Harris
window [4] of length ������� for short time Fourier trans-
form (STFT)[5], assuming a sampling rate of ���
	�� kHz.
The windowed STFT is taken every ���� samples, which
is the maximum hop-size for perfect reconstruction.

2.2. Transient detection

The reason for detecting transients is to avoid pre-echos.
A pre-echo often accompanies a rapid attack when the
short-time phase spectrum is modified. Since a rapid at-
tack is often preceded by silence originally, a pre-echo is
heard as an artifact. To prevent pre-echos, we detect rapid
transient regions and keep them unchanged.

The transient detection is based on the following cri-
teria. First, the sinusoid-to-residual energy ratio is below
�	 � . Secondly, there are one or more peaks of ������� dB1

between ��	 � and ��	 � kHz. Thirdly, the current-to-previous
frame energy ratio is ����	  . When all three criteria are
met, we switch to the Hann window of length 1024, and
mark a region of 5 windows transient. Meanwhile, sine +
residual decomposition is turned off. A typical transient
region and the transient windows are depicted in Fig. 2.

2.3. Psychoacoustical peak detection

For each non-transient frame, its spectrum, computed us-
ing factor- � zeropadding in time, is decomposed into a
sinusoidal spectrum and a residual spectrum. The sinu-
soidal spectrum consists of up to �� largest peaks above
the masking threshold. The masking threshold is com-
puted as the maximum of the human hearing threshold-

1Here, we normalize the maximum power to � dB.
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Figure 1: schematic diagram of watermark embedding

in-quiet and spreading functions due to the presence of
peaks. Each spreading function is described by two
slopes and mimics the human hearing excitation pattern
[6]. If a peak is identified tonal, its location (frequency),
height (magnitude), and phase are estimated by parabolic
interpolation in the ����� magnitude spectrum. These pa-
rameters are crucial for sinusoidal modeling, and the fre-
quency will later be tracked and modified to carry infor-
mation.

2.4. Computing the residual

For each tonal peak, a fitted mainlobe of the Blackman-
Harris window transform is subtracted from the magni-
tude spetrum. This being done for all tonal peaks, the re-
maining is called the residual spectrum. The residual part
is computed by overlap-adding (OLA) the inverse STFT
(I-STFT) of all residual spectra. Fig. 3 demonstrates peak
detection and residual computation.
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Figure 2: Transient detection and transient windowing
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Figure 3: Psychoacoustical peak detection

2.5. Peak tracking

As described in section 2.3, peaks are estimated in fre-
quency. Here, we shall describe how they are tracked
in time to form sinusoidal trajectories. For every peak
in the ���	� frame, we try to connect it to the peak in the
 ��� ����	� frame whose frequency is the closest. However,
we do not allow jumps larger than ��	 �� Bark. Neither are
intersections and confluences of trajectories allowed. Be-
cause of these prohibitive rules, a trajectory can emerge
and terminate as time proceeds.

2.6. Trajectory QIM: how information is embedded

To embed a watermark, frequencies of sinusoidal trajec-
tories are slightly changed by quantization index modula-
tion (QIM)[7]. As depicted in Fig. 4, two different sets of
quantization grid points are associated with binary � and
� , called the quantization indice, respectively. For a fre-
quency parameter to carry one bit of information, quan-
tization points of index either 0 or 1 is used, depending
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Figure 4: Quantization index modulation

on the watermark’s binary value. To make the watermark
transparent, the quantization size, defined as the distance� between neighboring points, is set to be just below hu-
man JND in frequency.

2.7. Chirp synthesis

We synthesize a watermarked sinusoidal part according
to the trajectories that have QIM in frequency. The
sinusoidal synthesis is based on linear chirps. Let
������
	����
��  be the amplitude envelope, the quantized
frequency envelope, and the initial phase of a trajectory,
where ������� � � � 	 	�	 ����� is the frame number, and

�
is

the trajectory length. Let � be the windowing hop-size.
Then, the amplitude and the frequency are piece-wise lin-
early interpolated in time2,��� ��
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where ':� ��; � �(�:�=< � � �� is a linear weighting factor.
Also, the phase is the integral of the frequency.

� 
��  � �> � ��?A@BCED ! 	 
�F  (3)

Accordingly, a sinusoidal track G 
��  is synthesized,

G 
�� H� � 
�� JILKNM/O � 
�� �P � �$# �/% 
�� � ���� (4)

and the final sinusoidal part is the superposition of all
sinusoidal tracks.

An example of trajectory watermarking and chirp
synthesis is shown in Fig. 5. The original spectrum is
also shown to compare with.

2.8. Final superposition

The sinusoidal, the residual, and the transient parts are
superposed to form the final watermarked signal. Cares
are taken to avoid artifacts when switching in and out of
transient regions.

2For the simplicity of notations, we sloppily assume that QSR �
corresponds to the time each trajectory starts.
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Figure 5: Trajectory watermarking

3. Watermark decoding

Because watermarks are embedded in the quantized fre-
quencies of sinusoidal tracks, decoding the watermarks
involves frequency estimation that is accurate enough to
resolve adjacent quantization steps. From a received wa-
termarked signal, frequencies of spectral peaks are first
roughly estimated using the same methods as described
in section 2.3. The frequency estimation is refined itera-
tively using a gradient descent method till the estimation
converges [8]. Then, using quantization grid points cor-
responding to both quantization indice, at each decoding
attempt, the hidden information is decoded as the binary
quantization index to which a frequency is re-quantized.
The decoding is successful if the frequency estimation er-
ror is below half of the quantization step size � .

4. Experiments

Here, we document attempts to hide information in ��	 �
sec of a trumpet recording, whose spectrum is shown in
Fig. 5. The targeted data hiding rate is one bit every 1024
samples, or �UT bps. The quantization step size � is set
to be proportional to human JND in frequency, approxi-
mately fixed below ���� Hz and linearly increasing above
���� Hz [9]. For each frame in time, we embed a binary
number V by using only one of two sets of QIM points
to quantize all frequencies of concurrent trajectories. I.e.,
the quantization index is not modulated by all peaks in-
dependently in frequency, but is collaborately modulated
by all of them in time. Before the watermarked signal is
received by the watermark decoder, it goes through MP3
compression at W�� kbps. During the watermark decoding,
let � 
YX�[Z\� X	,Z &] �Y� � � � � T � 	 	�	 � represent the estimated am-
plitudes and frequencies of spectral peaks in a frame. LetX^ Z �_� � � � � be the index number to which

X	 Z
is requan-

tized. Then, the final decoded binary value
XV for this



frame is given by the following weighted sum,XV � B Z � 
 X� Z �� X^ Z (5)

where �


�  is a strictly increasing function with the fol-

lowing property, B Z � 
 X�9Z /� � (6)

In Table 1, the decoding bit error rate (BER) averaged
over �NT�� � � T���� bits is shown at various � .

� (above ���� Hz) � (below ���� Hz) BER
10 cents ��	 � Hz 10.5%
7 cents ��	 � Hz 19.0%
5 cents ��	 � Hz 26.9%
3 cents ��	 � � Hz 34.8%
2 cents ��	 �� Hz 39.8%

Table 1: Bit error rate versus quantization step size

5. Discussion and future directions

In Table 1, we can see the general trend that the BER in-
creases when the quantization step size decreases. Nev-
ertheless, it is debatable if the frequency quantization of
� to � � cents (of a semitone) introduces audible artifacts.
Currently, we do not answer this directly but argue that,
even though the difference between the original and the
watermarked may be noticeable, the watermarked signal
may not be objectionable if sine + residual + transient de-
composition is implemented carefully. This is very likely
the case if a subject has never listened to the original sig-
nal. However, further psychoacoustic tests have to be
conducted before any conclusion can be drawn.

Also, the BER we obtained poses interesting ques-
tions on the usefulness of the watermark. For the � sec
trumpet clip, current BER is small enough to serve as an
evidence of the watermark’s presence. Of course, the evi-
dence is stronger as the quantization step size goes larger.
However, the current BER is too high for the watermark
to serve as a reliable communication channel at the tar-
geted data hiding rate. We suspect that the major cause
of BER is not MP3 compression, but the superposition of
the residual part. In the future, we would like to improve
on sinusoidal modeling. Hopefully, we can reduce the
residual energy and the BER for a wider class of audio
recordings.

6. Conclusions

Audio watermarks based on frequency quantization can
be used to present the evidence of hidden information,
even if the quantization size is below human JND. The
embedding of such watermarks is possible because of a

careful design of sinusoidal modeling, and the decoding
of the watermarks requires very accurate frequency esti-
mation. Our experiments have shown a certain level of
robustness of the watermarks against MP3 compression.
In the future, we believe that our sinusoidal model can
be improved, and hope to develop the system for reliable
data hiding at high rates.
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